Antarctic Peninsula – Highlights of the frozen continent
From 22nd February until 4th March
Welcome aboard from your ORCA Cruise Conservationist:
Maëva ACCART
It was a privilege to share this journey to the Antarctic Peninsula with
you. ORCA is extremely grateful to have been invited on-board by
Hurtigruten to join this cruise. My role was to help guests get the
most out of their whale experiences whilst collecting scientific data
on cetaceans to be used for their conservation.
I hope you enjoy this report detailing some of the wildlife we were
lucky to encounter.

Day 1: Embarking in Ushuaia
The first day was dedicated to
the welcoming of guests
onboard the ship MS Midnatsol.
Once all the logistics were
managed and I got to settle
down in my cabin, it gave me
time to walk around the ship
and have a look at the beautiful
view of Ushuaia also known as
the end of the world. We
Beautiful view of Ushuaia from the MS Midnatsol a few hours before departure
departed at 7 pm after the
muster drill under a beautiful sunlight in a very calm Beagle Channel. In the evening, the entire expedition team
was presented at the Captain Welcome Party, with our Expedition Leader Rike, our Assistant EL named Helga and
the rest of us, all with our specialties; activity guides, naturalists, photographers, geologists, marine biologists,
ornithologists, glaciologists, translator etc. By the time we each introduced ourselves on stage, the weather had
already changed with lightening and heavy rain running down the panorama windows behind us. As the swell
picked up, we all realized that we were entering the so-famous Drake’s Passage and the night was going to be
quite rocky…
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Day 2: Crossing the Drake’s Passage
After a short night, guests experienced the Drake Shake, as a result of the junction between the Pacific and Atlantic
Oceans, with a 5-6m swell and a sea state six or higher. It is not possible to collect data in these conditions, not
because the animals were not there, but it would be near-impossible for us to spot them. I could see passengers
bravely holding on the handrail across the ship as they were trying to counteract the loss of balance. This was
another logistic day for them as they had to attend the IAATO regulation and activity briefings. I gave my first
introduction talk in the afternoon under the “Citizen Science” theme to present the ORCA charity, who we are,
what we do and why I am on this voyage. The rest of the day was composed of other lectures for the guests, and
the bravest of them got the chance of spotting wandering albatrosses and giant petrels flying around the ship.

View of the bow of the ship from deck 6

Day 3: Crossing the Drake’s Passage & arriving at Deception Island (Pendulum Cove)
On our second day crossing the Drake’s
Passage, it looked like the conditions were
not getting better. We had very strong winds
and it started to get foggy and snow early on
in the day. Though one of the guests came to
me and mentioned seeing a blow in the
distance at around 7 am. Despite the bad
conditions, I went outside to let passengers
know that I was around in case they had any
questions and/or wanted to introduce
themselves. I saw my very first iceberg in the
late morning on the starboard side, which
was also announced by the bridge.
View from observatory deck 9
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At 11.30 am, one animal was recorded in the 5m swell and had a rounded head, a dark body and could be
described as a large dolphin. I believe it to be a long-finned pilot whale, the species’ distribution also matches
where the individual was seen.

Named after the length of the pectoral fins, and ‘pilot’ from an early theory that
there is a leader that takes charge of the group. They can reach a maximum size of 7
meters, and live in highly social, matrilineal pods, consisting of a matriarch with her
immediate kin. Scientific name:

Stock photo

Stock photo

Finally, I was able to do my first official deck watch and many passengers were on deck to accompany me. A flock
of cape petrels were showing off around the ship when two blows appeared in the distance on starboard side and
stayed alongside for a good ten minutes. The first two humpback whales of the trip; quite hard to identify
considering the distance but guests were already thrilled. Little did they know what this voyage would hold…
Another individual popped up closer to us, around 250-300 meters away and is also thought to be a humpback as
well. While many cameras were pointed at the snowy mountains on the horizon, a pod of two dolphins surfaced
on the starboard side, bow-riding alongside the ship before swimming into the glare and disappearing. About
fifteen minutes later, three other dolphins displayed the exact same behaviour. Their presence was very brief but
a white pattern emerged on the sides, conjecturing them to be hourglass dolphins but without certainty.

Named after the wide white lateral streaks taper into a fine white line just below the
dorsal fin, creating the so-called hourglass pattern. With a size up to 2 meters, they
are often associated with fin whales and seem to be attracted to ships and will often
change course to bow-ride. Scientific name:
Stock photo

Stock photo
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As we approached our first landing, the Pendulum Cove on
Deception Island, we all admired the scenery and
comprehended how breath-taking the landscape was. We
contoured Whalers Bay, former whalers’ station with its
typical barrels still intact, where another ship was docked,
and sailed to the very end of the bay into the cove. Landing
was started around 3.30pm, and while this site does not hold
much wildlife, the geology and history of the area is
absolutely fascinating as it remains an active volcano today.
While each group was patiently waiting to go ashore, the
biologists in the team ran the first Science lab session up on
deck 8 as a social gathering and open science question
A flock of cape petrels spotted from deck 9
session. Teams ashore were shifted late afternoon and I got
to experience my first landing in Antarctica! As the last group landed, we admired the sunset on the cove, and all
went back to the ship by night time ending this first day beautifully as the ship was cruising along the Shetland
Islands travelling South.

Top-left: Whaler’s Bay with the boil containers & the remaining buildings. Top-right: Sunset on Pendulum cove. Bottom: Expedition
team assessing the first landing
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Day 4: Landing on Danco Island & cruising operations
On this fourth day cruising at ‘the end of the world’, I got up on deck 9 around
6.30am. I’d barely made it to the port side when two humpback whales surfaced
close to the ship. One was jumping half way out of the water, a behaviour called
breaching, several times in a row. Although light had not completely emerged yet,
the sea conditions were ideal with a sea state one, and no swell nor precipitation.
As the day rose, more passengers came up to join me and what a morning it was.
Blows appeared on the surface one after the other, followed by flukes as the
animals were diving. I was on deck until about 8.15am, at which time we had to
prepare for the landing site. Over this 2hr period, I recorded no less than 37
whales, 35 of them being identified as humpbacks and two distant tall and thin
blows that are thought to belong to fin whales. What a whale soup, as we say! As
we approached Danco Island, a lot of gentoo penguins emerged on the icebergs
as well as several Antarctic fur seals.

Named after the hump located in front of the dorsal fin and the tendency to arch its
back when diving. It can reach a maximum size of 18m. A very acrobatic species,
often tail slapping and/or breaching! Humpbacks spend their winters at low latitudes
to breed and nurse their young, and migrate to high latitudes in summer to their
feeding grounds. Scientific name:

Dive Sequences

Animal surfaces 2-3 times
in a row producing a very
distinct spout from its two
blow holes; blow reaches
up to 5 meters high, very
bushy-like shape, similar
to a cloud
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Animal arches its back
when diving, showing its
predominant
hump
located in front of a
clearly seen dorsal fin

Finally, the fluke is
showing, lifting into the
air. The underside can
be used to individually
identify animals. Once it
disappears, it usually resurface 5-10mins later
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Hump in front of the dorsal fin

“Fluke” before diving
90% of the time

White, large and
very maneuverable
pectoral fins

Humpback whales resting on the surface, photo by Dave Katz

Beautiful example of a bushy blow, photo by Dave Katz

Gentoo Penguins porpoising on the water surface

Why do penguins ‘porpoise’?
Breathing through a beak forces them to jump out of the water
to catch their breath, hence their acrobatic swimming behaviour
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Antarctic fur seal and Brown skua

Landing was running from 9.45am until 7.30pm and the weather was absolutely magical. Along with guests, I got
to experience my first penguin colony, gentoo penguins with an estimated 5,000 pairs. As I was posted at the end
of the track, the overview over the bay was ideal for spotting. As I was thinking that, three blows appeared less
than 300 meters from land; humpback whales were resting in the bay. A number of seals were moving around as
well, and I had a close-up encounter with an Antarctic fur seal walking by, while a Weddell seal was resting closer
to the water. Imagine this indescribable scenery with penguins walking around.

Humpback whales in the bay in front of Danco Island

Antarctic fur seal on Danco Island

As the day went by, the ice moved around on the water surface quite a lot and the ship had to relocate to avoid
damaging the tender pit. It was a perfect example how even when the conditions are ideal, changes occur very
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quickly and constant vigilance has to be implemented. As we were leaving the landing site, the sunlight slowly
disappeared behind the mountains giving the island an idyllic color. Guests were subjugated by the experience!
Do you know the difference
between seals & fur seals?
The locomotion due to the
position of the flippers; fur seals
walk on their flippers while seals
glide on their belly
Weddell seal on ice. Photo by Friedrich Diel

Fur seals also have external ears

Did you know?
Penguins molt for one
month, during which they
cannot feed themselves
or go into the water, and
they just rip their feathers
out!

Snowy sheathbill. Photo by Friedrich
Diel
Top-left: Brown Skua, Top-right: Gentoo penguin molting, Bottom: Danco Island with MS
Midnatsol
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Day 5: Damoy Point
Another wonderful day awaited us in the Antarctic waters; off to an early start as the sun rose before 6am, I was
hoping to get some sightings in before getting to our next landing site, Damoy Point. However, most of the sailing
was done overnight and the last hour was spent navigating towards the landing site where ice presence required
slow and precise maneuvers. This provided us with unique scenery again.

Morning sunrise with a sea state close to 0

Parent gentoo feeding chick

Damoy Point landing was slightly more difficult than what passengers were
used to; tender boats arrived on rocky shores and they had to climb up a small
hill before walking along the beach and up another snowy hill to where the
camping site was going to be set up. No kayaking was possible as the wind
picked up and was quite strong, a ray of sunshine showed up in the afternoon
to warm us up. I was standing next to the “molting” gentoo penguins, more
fragile as they cannot feed during this period and spend most of the time
standing still.

A Weddell seal popped up on the landing site, being quite curious at what the
expedition team was doing. In the afternoon, I was posted along the beach to
secure the area with penguin chicks. They were literally chasing their mother
for food, who stores it in its stomach before regurgitating to feed to them. It
was very amusing to watch the chase between mothers and their offspring. A
few skuas were flying around as well, harassing the penguins aiming to catch
the chicks.
Weddell seal at the landing site

As we went back to the ship, part of the team stayed on land to set up the camping site, some of the guests had
the opportunity to overnight on the frozen continent. The conditions were a bit windy and in the late season less
snow is available, but that did not discourage the guides nor the guests; I have to admit, I was impressed. As they
were building the tents, I wished them ‘happy camping’.
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Day 6: Landing at Gonzales Videla Station & cruising in Paradise Bay
Guests that went camping were picked up by a few members from the Expedition team as the sun rose for a sailing
departure on-board Midnatsol around 7.30am. As we were cruising through the Neumayer Channel, which is a
24km long and 2.5km wide channel, the sea state was three and it was quite windy, cold and foggy with mist
surrounding the mountains. Being
quite a narrow channel, no sightings
were recorded in the first hour,
however, as we entered the wider
portion, numerous guests joined on
deck, and blows started to appear on
the starboard side. Humpback whales
were aggregated in small pods of two
or three individuals and it looked like
they were resting on the water surface,
a behaviour very similar to what sperm
whales do when they are ‘logging’.
Guests were getting really good at
spotting blows, which was very thrilling.
Crossing through the icy Neumayer Channel early in the morning

With very changeable conditions, there were a lot more icebergs and small ice on the water than originally
anticipated by the Captain and therefore our arrival time at the next landing site was delayed by a few hours. My
talk about “Whale adaptations to the marine world” was moved to an earlier slot in the morning. As I was tenminutes into presenting, Helga, the AEL, interrupted to inform whales were present and surrounded the ship. My
indoor lecture was turned into an outdoor field activity! By then, we were docking into Paradise Bay… and two
humpback whales were resting about 500 meters from the ship when suddenly an Antarctic Minke Whale, the
first of our journey, swam right underneath the ship, surfacing on starboard side! The minke was not to be seen
surfacing again, but humpbacks were doing a ‘rhythm’ behaviour by surfacing 2/3 times in a row before diving
while fluking. It was a great exercise for guests to try and get photo-identification shots of the flukes, assessing
which individual was diving each time.

Paradise Bay
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Fluke of one of the humpback whales resting close to the
ship, photo by Dave Katz
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Why called Minke?
After a 1900s century German
whaler, named Meincke, who
kept misidentifying minkes
(smallest rorqual whale) with
blue whales (biggest animal) and
was mocked by other whalers.
Antarctic minke whale, photo by guest Sabine Dan

Small, falcate dorsal fin

Uniform pale
grey flippers

Pointed,
flattened
rostrum

Antarctic minke whale, photo by guest Sheel Pan

Named ‘Antarctic’ for its range in cold waters around the frozen continent. Smallest
of the baleen whales with a maximum size of 10meters. Breaches fairly frequently
and is quite active in the water, moves around doing burst swimming as well. Main
predator is the killer whale, Type A (see section on Orcas).
Scientific name:

The landing site was nicknamed “Penguin Island” and for good reasons! The actual number of pairs is not
confirmed but it is said to be in the thousands. This time of year, all the gentoo chicks were about a month and a
half old and older individuals were molting, i.e. the loss of their
young feathers to obtain their waterproof coat, before migrating
to warmer waters. One of the females on the Island is known as
Isabella due to her special condition; a loss of pigmentation
turning her into a completely white penguin, and described as an
isabelline condition, hence her name. Numerous skuas and
snowy sheathbills were also flying around the colony. A Chilean
research station was built on the island and is still being managed
by Chilean military today. There is also the famous water boat
point, famously known thanks to the incredible story of the two
explorers narrated by our on-board historians. While I was
Gentoo Penguin
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admiring the lovely, yet also very noisy, flightless birds on the island joined to the mainland, two humpback
whales were giving me and some guests a bit of a show by fluking and tail slapping. In the meantime, a leopard
seal was swimming around the landing site and playing with the boat whilst keeping a watchful eye on the
penguins.
Did you see
Isabella?

Parent regurgitating food for chick

The penguin without
any pigmentation,
similar conditions to
leucitic individuals
among dolphins. Her
chicks however,
have a natural color.

Gonzales Videla Station

Flukes of humpback whales showing off in Paradise Bay, photos
by Dave Katz
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Cruising on the tender boats offered an incredible
experience to many passengers who had amazing
close-up with Antarctic minke whales and got to see
some humpback whale lunge feeding. It is a technic
where the animals trap the krill (zooplankton) on the
surface by circling underneath it and then extend
their muscular pleats up to three times their original
size, as shown on the illustration below, to swallow

Humpback whale lunge feeding; lower part of the jaw are the extended muscular pleats as
the mouth is full with krill-filled water! Photo by Donna Hummel

the food in one mouth-full. They contract their pleats back to their original
size by pushing the water out of their mouth using their tongue and keeping
their baleen plates closed. It is a very gracious phenomenon to witness! In
the meantime, I got to give my talk about “Whale adaptations to the marine
world” one more time with German translation thanks to Sascha, the official
translator of the team.

Did you know?
A blue whale can take up to
100 tons of krill-filled water
in less than 10 seconds!

Day 7: Cruising around Yalour Islands & landing on Petermann Island

2 Antarctic minke whales, photo by Friedrich Diel
Breaching Antarctic minke whale, photo by Friedrich Diel
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As we were slowly sailing towards another unforgettable place, some early birds got to the outside decks around
5 o’clock in the morning and were greeted by two Antarctic minke whales breaching several times in a row in the
Lemaire Channel! Unlike the common minke whales, Antarctic ones do not have the distinct white patches on
their pectoral fins. By the time I got to the outside decks, there were already out of sights. But the morning had
not given all its surprises away yet, and sure enough humpback whales answered my calls!

Gentoo penguins swimming on the surface

Fluke of a humpback whale

As we approached the
Yalour islands, we crossed
path with another ship
from the Hurtigruten fleet;
the Fram. Being a smaller
ship, it travels with about
200 passengers on-board.
This
reunion
was
celebrated with humpback
whales surfacing all around.
As the Fram was the first
one to schedule a landing
time on Petermann Island,
we organized cruising on
tender boats for guests
around the islands in the
Beautiful Lemaire Channel
meantime and it was
perfectly managed with the high number of cetaceans swimming around. Tender boats driven by crew members
had one expedition guide on-board with them, which
gave me the
opportunity to
do
three
cruising in the
morning! As we
navigated
around
the
islands, we ran Fluke of humpback whale, photo by Dave Katz
Dorsal fin of a humpback whale, photo by Dave Katz
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into a colony of Adelie Penguins; they are the only species of penguin endemic to the frozen continent. Seeing
them is conclusive proof that anyone has truly been to the Antarctic! Several Antarctic fur seals were also standing
around the birds. As we were heading back towards the ship, we got the chance to see the humpback whales up
close… most of the ones encountered so far have been resting on the surface and there was no exception for
these ones as well. Until the last cruising… which was slightly extended as the Midnatsol re-positioned close to
Peterman Island, when suddenly, without any warnings, one of them breached out of the water!
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Midnatsol & Fram ships, Hurtigruten fleet, meeting in front of Petermann Island

Adelie’s penguin colony on Yalour islands

Guests in tender boats around Yalour Islands

Why do whales breach?
Several hypotheses suggested:
1)To communicate with one another
2)To get rid of parasites
3)To warn boats close by to stay away
4) For fun! 😊

Breaching humpback whale in the back with another
individual fluking in the front, photo by Shirley Richardson

Antarctic Tern
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The landing site was home to a variety of wildlife; gentoo
penguins (them again!) were moving around freely and skuas
and shags were circling around. Argentinian huts were present
along the shore and as you hiked to the top of the hill, a
beautiful scenery revealed itself; the iceberg cemetery, or
alley. An enclosed area on the edge of a glacier where icebergs
ended imprisoned and remained for eternity… and on one of
those flat, rounded icebergs two crabeater seals were having
a very long nap! Of course, the humpback whales were still
visible in the distance… what a place!
2 crabeater seals on ice

Iceberg Alley on Petermann Island

When we departed that evening, we had reached the southernmost point of our journey and so turned back North,
sailing through the Lemaire Channel like we did in the morning. Normally this time of year, the channel is already
filled with ice, making it very difficult and often impossible for expedition vessels to navigate through. It looked
like our luck hadn’t run out yet and I experienced, alongside the guests, one of the most beautiful scenery of my
life… everyone was on deck 6, at the bow of the ship admiring this phenomenal moment. In complete silence,
with the wind accompanying us, emotions overwhelmed us all and I could see passengers tearing up by so much
beauty. I don’t think any pictures could do justice to such a moment; it only lives in our memories.
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Sailing through the Lemaire Channel
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Day 8: Cruising in Charlotte Bay & landing in Portal Point
Started out the day with an early
morning once again on deck
watch as we were sailing
towards Charlotte Bay. I
recorded four humpback whales
resting on the water, all on the
starboard side. A funny thing
happened; as I set up the logger,
like I do every time I survey, I
realized that today, 29th
February was not recognized as
a real day by the instrument!
Ended up manually recording
the data, technology is overrated ha-ha.
As we arrived in Charlotte Bay, I
noticed how much ice was floating around, making the set up for tender boat cruising slightly tricky but still
manageable. I had the chance to go cruising with the first super-group; a crabeater seal swam close to the tender
boat as we left the pit and we sailed around beautifully shaped icebergs, providing unique scenery in the bay…
and we finished off by coming close to a pair of humpback whales which we spotted at the beginning but enjoyed
their company by the end. The last boat that went on cruising this morning was even luckier and witnessed a
breaching whale!
Sea ice imprisoning dirt and giving it this unusual shape and color

For the rest of the morning and
beginning of the afternoon, I got to
run the science corner focusing on
whale identification and research. It
gave passengers the opportunity to
learn more about the scientific work
being done on those majestic
creatures around the globe in a Q&A
format. The second session was
constantly
interrupted
by
humpback and Antarctic minke
whales surfacing next to the ship,
could you believe!
Humpback whale resting on the surface surrounding by sea ice

Later in the afternoon, we sailed to Portal Point to assess the possibility of a landing there, and after a check with
the expedition leader, it looked promising! This was actually a first landing there for Midnatsol. Portal Point is the
Antarctic mainland and the weather matched the expectations of everyone when picturing the frozen continent.
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Solitary male killer whale recognizable by its tall dorsal fin in
Portal Point Bay

While I was posted in front of the bay, I was admiring the
snow falling down and starting to get ready to go back to the
ship for my afternoon talk, when it happened… a tall, black
dorsal fin, emerged on the water surface in the bay… a
solitary killer whale! I was pumped with excitement and
wanted to share the news with the rest of the team. I wanted
everyone on the landing site to see the animal and it was
clearly received as such in the walkie talkie! I may have lost
the plot a little bit ha-ha. The orca stayed with us for a few
minutes, rolling in the bay and showing some of its back
markings, which had a brownish, yellowish color, classic
characteristic of the Type B killer whales of Antarctica! The
animal circled one more time before disappearing at the
same time as a seal popped up on the surface, suggesting
that it was foraging for its preferred prey. It was a fantastic
few minutes on a very special day!

Named Killer Whale because it kills large whales, it is mostly known by the community as an Orca. It reaches
a size of about 10 meters. Worldwide, there are 15 known ecotypes, term used to ecologically distinct
populations that do not interbreed, have different preferred preys and hunting techniques etc. In Antarctica,
4 ecotypes have been discovered. It is the most cosmopolitan cetacean. Scientific name:

Individuals representative of the 4 ecotypes of Orcas present in the Antarctic and sub-Antarctic
waters. Type A feeds on Minkes, Type B on seals, Type C & D thought to hunt on fish.
White marking under the dorsal
fin with yellowish color from
diatoms, distinct feature of
Antarctic Type B killer whales!
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After doing my evening lecture, you would think we’d had enough magic for one day, but later at night time, three
humpback whales were seen lunge feeding at the bow before slowly swimming on the starboard side for several
minutes. At this point, I don’t see how this trip could be any better!

Day 9: Landing on Ronge Island & cruising around Ornes Islands
When I went to breakfast this morning, Midnatsol was already surrounded by whales. Passengers were almost
getting too used to their presence at this point… We started the landing at 8.30am on Ronge Island. The first thing
I noticed was the number of Antarctic fur seals lying around and swimming close to shore; there must have been
hundreds of individuals. They were all supposedly males, mostly young ones, as the females have already gone
with the youngest to the Falkland Islands, where the temperature is warmer. The animals can be quite aggressive
and extreme caution had to be taken around them. While we were marking the path, three humpback whales
could clearly be seen from land lunge feeding again.

What to do if fur seals come
towards you?
Do not run! They will chase you
and catch up quickly… Stand still,
puff your chest and shoulders to
make yourself look big and
impressive and shout at them if
necessary!
Antarctic fur seals on Ronge Island

Guests were once again divided between landing and cruising trips,
and chinstrap penguins were spotted for the first time while they
were enjoying navigating around the Ornes Islands. By this time, they
managed to have seen the three penguin species from the Pygoscelis
genus, also known as brush-tailed, present in the Antarctic waters.
Quite impressive!
The weather was very unusual on this last landing day; it started out
with some beautiful snow, then switched to wet rain, before switching
again to a sunny weather, and finishing off with humidity and
coldness. Under this rainbow of climate, two additional humpback
whales joined the party as well as two Antarctic minke whales by the
end of the day.
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Gentoo penguin chasing brown skua from its chicks

Gentoo penguin catching snow flakes

I cannot believe we already reached the last day of our adventure to Antarctica itself! Time is going by very
quickly… we enjoyed the fun weather and had our expedition team picture; a ritual on the final landing at the end
of every cruise! What a big and very welcoming family. We finished off by cleaning all the gear as it was covered
in penguin’s excrement. Once everything was sorted out, we relaxed back at the buffet for a meal as we were
sailing back into the Drake’s passage! The crew show was also on and an absolutely delight, it’s so refreshing to
see how many crew members have special talents playing instruments, dancing and singing! Guests were thrilled
by their voyage and reminiscing all the wildlife spotted and beautiful scenery encountered.
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Midnatsol Expedition Team, from left to right, back to front rows: Sebastian, Maeva, Anne, Henry, Chris, Sandra, Ujjmal, Mauro, Lucja,
Gonzalo, Helga, Jason, Sascha, Dave, Laura, Katya, Signe, Rike, Maggie, Nurse, Andrea, Rudolf. Photo by Dave Katz

Day 10: Crossing the Drake’s passage back to Ushuaia
Crossing the Drake’s passage on the way back to Ushuaia truly marked the end of the holiday for guests, most of
the day was planned out with more interesting lectures, and logistics. The weather was not ideal as it was quite
rocky with a 9m swell, lots of spray and numerous white caps, meaning sadly no opportunity to conduct a deck
watch and collect data. An open bridge visit was offered to guests, a peek behind the curtains if you will!
The Restaurant was set up for the Captain’s Farewell party in the evening, and a chance for us to toast to the end
of a very successful journey with all our guests. After clinking our glasses together, the Captain gave a speech
highlighting the different places we went to and the wonderful wildlife we encountered. Guests seemed to have
had the experience of a lifetime and were eternally grateful; what an accomplishment for the team!

Day 11: Arriving in Ushuaia
Our final day with our guests aboard MS Midnatsol; where did the time go? Another open bridge visit was
organised for guests to have a chance at meeting the Officers and the most important place on the ship! The
weather calmed down compared to what we experienced the previous day, and by the time we arrived to Cape
Horn, the southernmost part of South America, we had reached a lower sea state close to two! I went on deck 9
for a final watch and it was a very promising idea; a total of nine fin whales were recorded on the port side! The
blows could be seen far off in the distance, tall, thin and straight up! What brought me joy the most, was to notice
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that passengers could clearly see the difference in blows with those of humpback whales! I felt accomplished in
that moment! 😊 One final session was run at the Science Corner to allow passengers to bring any pictures they
may have taken of species and wanted confirmation of identification. Thanks to one French couple who
videotaped the killer whale in Portal Point, I was able to confirm the ecotype.

Fin whale blows with Cape Horn in the background

Once we entered the Beagle Channel, the conditions calmed down even more to a perfect sea state 0. Some
guests reported seeing a sei whale at the entrance of the channel. With some of the biologists, the expedition
guides and the photographers, we presented the recap of the voyage. With a total of 58 humpback whales
recorded during surveys, probably closer to 70 individuals in total, one killer whale, nine fin whales, three
Antarctic minke whales, five hourglass dolphins, one long-finned pilot whales, weddell, crabeater and leopard
seals, Antarctic fur seals, gentoo, chinstrap and adelie’s penguins, this journey was an absolute success! To my
knowledge, not a single guest went home without having seen a whale… how amazing is that!
On the last night, I was kindly invited by some guests, alongside other guides to dinner, a final opportunity for
them to know us a little bit better and ask us any last questions they had. After a fantastic meal in great company,
we had our final goodbyes early in the morning as they disembarked the ship! And I can guarantee, everyone had
a whale of a time! 😊
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Thank you from your ORCA Cruise Conservationist

Firstly, I would like to give my thanks to guests on board MS Midnatsol; It was a real privilege to share this
incredible experience with you. I hope you enjoyed your cruise and that my presence helped you to make the
most of the wonderful wildlife encountered! If you have any feedback please email: info@orcaweb.org.uk
ORCA extend our sincere gratitude to Hurtigruten for providing us with this opportunity to showcase the incredible
wildlife to guests and for enabling us to collect vital scientific data for the conservation of cetaceans
(whales, dolphins and porpoises) and other marine animals.
ORCA is one of the UK’s leading whale and dolphin conservation charities, dedicated to the long-term protection
of whales, dolphins and porpoises (collectively known as cetaceans), and their habitats.
For more information about us, please visit our website: www.orcaweb.org.uk

Photo taken on observatory deck 9 by guest Friedrich Diel
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